


Lymphatic System

s How much of  your body is made up 
of water?
s The body is actually more than half of

water!

s Where is all of that water?

s Is it in your bones, in your blood?

s While bones and blood both contain
water, most of the water that makes 
up your body is in your lymph fluid.



Lymphatic System

s Lymph is a clear, fluid tissue that 
surrounds all body cells and 
saturates them with water and 
nutrients.

s Lymph flows through the 
lymphatic system, which is a 
network of tiny tubes and organs 
found throughout the body that 
collects fluid from tissues and 
returns it to the blood.



Lymphatic System

s Major lymphatic organs include:
s Lymph nodes
s Tonsils
s Spleen
s Bone Marrow
s Thymus Gland



Lymphatic System 

s Other major organs also contain lymphatic tissue 
include:
s Heart
s Lungs
s Intestines
s Skin



Lymphatic System

s Lymph nodes are tiny organs 
shaped like beans that are 
found in the neck, armpits,
and groin.

s These nodes filter the lymph 
and trap foreign materials.



Lymphatic System

s The spleen is an organ above the 
stomach and under the ribs on 
the left side. It produces 
lymphocytes and stores healthy 
red blood cells.

s What happens if you rupture your spleen and it has to 
be removed? What will be the effect on your immune 
system’s abilities?

s The body’s ability to fight infections may be impaired



Lymphatic System

s Recall that specialized blood cells mature and 
develop in the lymphatic system.

s These lymphocytes are the white blood cells that 
fight bacteria and viruses that are harmful to the 
body by releasing antibodies
or destroying foreign 
materials.

s Lymphocytes also help 
prevent abnormal cell 
growth.



Lymphatic Systems

s There are three types of 
lymphocytes:
s B cells
s T cells
s Natural Killer Cells

s These lymphocytes are 
stored in lymph nodes and 
circulate in the blood and 
lymph fluid.



Lymphatic System

s Besides releasing specific cells that fight disease, the 
lymphatic system has another important function.

s To prevent the build-up 
of excess fluid in the 
tissues of the body, 
small tubes called 
lymphatic capillaries 
extend into the tissues 
to absorb fluids and 
return them to the 
circularity system.



Lymphatic System

s The lymph also carries fats from the small intestine.

s These capillaries merge into larger vessels that 
contain one-way valves that 
prevent the lymph fluid from 
flowing backwards.

s It flows into ducts in the 
upper part of the body and 
back into the blood.



The Human Body

s A healthy body works like a well-
oiled machine.

s The endocrine, lymphatic, and 
immune systems work together 
and use chemicals and special 
cells to keep you healthy.



Overview

s Immune system protects us from pathogens like 
viruses, bacteria, fungus infections, and parasites.

s Immune system is made up of special organs, 
vessels, and many different types of unique cells that 
each play very important roles in keeping us healthy.

s We call the cells of the immune system white blood 
cells or leukocytes.

s There are two major types of white blood cells: 
phagocytes and the lymphocytes.



Overview

s Types of lymphocytes include: T cells, B cells, and natural 
killer cells.

s These cells are produced in the bone marrow and stored 
in the lymphatic system.

s The T cells coordinate the activities of the other white 
blood cells.

s The B cells release the special proteins into the blood 
called antibodies that help the body recognize and fight 
disease. 

s Killer cells engulf and destroy foreign substances.


